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Imagining the World: Photography Competition
Awards Ceremony & Artist Reception




Joyce Keeley, First Place Winner
Seaweed Harvest - Jambiani, Zanzibar, Tanzania
International Studies | Senior
Ha Nguyen, international Winner
Pioneer Square Station - Seattle, WA
Finance and Management | Senior
hiTi’iili Hsas
Melissa Howiett, Second Place Winner Devan L. Miller, Third Place Winner
Jesus Was a Fisherman - Atorkor, Ghana Promenade - Sahara Desert, Morocco
international Studies, Business Economics ( Junior international Studies and French | Senior























































SU FIREWALL KNOCKED DOWN
BEFORE THINGS GET TOO HEATED
REAL CHANGE NEWSPAPER
CHANGES UP ITS $1 PRICE POINT
THE SPECTATOR’S COMMUNITY
FORUM EDITION
MEN’S BASEBALL SLIDES PAST
UBC AT HOME
LOS BOCADILLOS DE CHICO MADRID
SON MUY DELICIOSOS
THE NEW ‘EVIL DEAD’ IS FULL OF
BLOOD, TERRIBLE ACTING AND FUN






















THE NAKED TRUTH ABOUT SEATTLE U FIREWALL
Alaina Bever
StaffWriter
seemed like an abuse of power, since
most of the censored websites pro-
mote and depict legal activities.
“I thought it was a new policy” said
Maggie Gorini, a freshman at Seattle
U, in explanation ofher reaction to the
new firewall settings. “And I thought...
this is taking things a little far.”
According to Mallory Barnes, a
freshman class representative at, a
recognize it when we see it,” Gendron
said. “We do have a responsibility to
protect the campus from the rogues
and varlets we do recognize. Accord-It came as a shock to many Seattle
University students when well-known
websites were suddenly blocked by a
new firewall put in place by the Of-
fice of Information Technology (OIT).
Under the new system, a plethora of
websites known to cause viruses, spam
and various forms of malware were
blocked from use through SU Secure,
the campus wireless system.
This change most noticeably affect-
ed the availability of gambling sites,
hacking programs and pornographic
websites. Most students assumed that
this change was an attempt by the uni-
versity to extend the school’s Catholic
values to the student population by
censoring such websites as those that
contain content deemed objectionable
by the university.
When students found out about
the change, many were outraged. This
attempt to censor specific websites
turer) and using the default settings
from Palo Alto,” said Executive Direc-
tor of OIT Dennis Gendron. “Those
default settings included blocks on
abusive drug use, pornography, gam-
bling, hacking and assorted other be-
haviors definedas objectionable, how-
ever Palo Alto defines them.”
OIT removed these blocks set by
Palo Alto as soon as the new system
was set up and functioning properly.
The blocks were simply a consequence
of the installation of a new firewall,
and not a deliberate attempt by the
university to dictate which websites
are appropriate for student use.
The issue of blocking inappropri-
ate websites has appeared in other
contexts lately, most notably within
Seattle Public Libraries. The issue
arose last winter, when the Seattle PI
published an article about an outraged
mother who complained that patrons
of the library who watch “hardcore
porn” in Seattle Public Libraries are
exposing children to inappropriate
content. The library was sympathetic,
but unable to respond, since they are
not responsible for censoringweb use.
Although the Seattle Public Library
chooses not to censor websites that
contain potentially objectionable
material such as porn, public
libraries have the author-
ity to filter Internet content
in any way that they
see fit in the same way
that they have the au-
thority to be selective
about the printed content
they offer.
Like the Seattle Public
Library, Seattle University-
and most other public and
private universities-choos-
es not to use firewalls to
control the content of web-
sites used by the university student!
and staff.
'
“OIT does not have a responsibil-
ity to define pornography, or even to
ingly, we are blocking sites identified
in the IT industry as sources ofvirus-
es, spam, spyware and various flavors
of malware.”




large group of students had already
been planning a petition against the
movement. These students feel that
selective web censorship is a violation
ofstudent rights.
Alex Buescher, another freshman at
Seattle U, felt that the web censorship
was both surprisingand uncalled for.
“I thought it was really belittling,
that we were being treated like chil-
dren,” Buescher said.
Most students were concerned
about the violation of student
rights and the lack of trust rather
than the actual lack of accessibil-
ity to the selected websites. Given Se-
attle Us generally liberal outlook, it
did come as a shock to many students
who thought that the university was
trying to enforce religious or mor-
al values through web censorship.
As manystudents have now fig-
ured out, the firewall that blocked
these websites, which are poten-
ially dangerous to the schools com-
puter system, has been greatly reduced.
“When OIT performed recent fire-
wall upgrades, we performed those
upgrades with on-site consultation
from Palo Alto (the firewall manufac-






I thought it was a new
policy, and I thought...






GIVING CAMPAIGN CALLS UPON SU STAFF
Emily Hedberg
Staff Writer
Some professors are teaching and
helping to lower tuition.
For the last five years, Seattle U has
taken part in a campaign to help as-
sist students with tuition costs. The
Faculty and Staff Giving Campaign
is designed to give faculty and staff
members the opportunity to express
their faith and devotion in the mission
of the university in which they work.
The giving campaign offers finan-
cial support to university studentsand
endorses the Jesuit education.
Janet Shandley, the director of
graduate admissions, and Dr. Patrick
Murphy, an associate professor ofthe
School of Nursing, are the co-chairs
for the 2013 campaign.
Shandley continues to be a promi-
nent figure at Seattle U through both
this campaign, and the fact that she
began at the university in 1986 as
the director of undergraduate admis-
sions. As a staff member of Seattle U,
Shandley was able to send her daugh-
ter through the undergraduate pro-
gram without the burden of today’s
tuition costs.
However she experienced first-
hand the struggles her daughters
peers faced with such costs and stu-
dent loans. These struggles are what
led Shandley to be a part ofthe Faculty
Staff and Giving Campaign.
“When we don’t have the where-
withal to achieve our aspirations, we
all lose,” said Shandley about the tu-
ition costs blockading the ability of
student achievement.
Murphy has taught at Seattle U for
seven years in the School of Nursing.
“The university contributes to re-
sources I believe in and I believe it is
my responsibility to acknowledge that
support and reciprocate,” he said. “It
is a more overt way to publicly show
how much we believe in our mission.”
The staff and faculty contributions
aren’t always public, though, as dona-
tions can be anonymous.
“Donations can be as enthusiastic
and public or as quiet and humble as
the donor wishes,” he added.
Staff and faculty have been fair-
ly receptive, despite the amount of
time and energy already given to
the university.
Class preparation, reading, grad-
ing papers, prepping lectures and
PowerPoint presentations, attending
plays and organizing office hours are
all components of a professor’s course
load. That is a notable amount ofwork.
Murphy acknowledges the fact that
faculty and staff are often willing to
give more.
Despite their daily work, many pro-
fessor’s still foster a desire to further
support their students in a true testa-
ment to the mission Seattle U enacts.
“In the classroom, students will do
what is required. But a lot of times
students will do more than they need
to, because they believe in what the
class teaches.”
Murphy used this as a metaphor
for the campaign to demonstrate the
nature and tenacity of our professors’
desire to help our school
Another incentive for a success-
ful campaign is the fact that outside
potential donors are more likely to
give such outside support upon see-
ing support from the inside of the
university itself.
Emily may be reached at
ehedberg@su-spectator.com
APRIL 10TH. 2013
Make your next step a great one!
Expand your career options in just 12 months with Seattle University's








• Learn broad-based critical thinking skills and business knowledge that employers are
seeking in their new employees.
• Gain valuable experience through classroom projects and experiential learning activities.
• Network with local business executives through Albers Placement Center events, the
Mentor Program, and the Executive Speaker Series.
The Bridge MBA at Seattle University.





A‘REAL CHANGE’ IN PRICE FOR STREET PAPER
readers love the paper and want to see
vendors succeed.
he told people well in advance that
the paper price was going up and they
seemed to accept it. Local patrons
have continued to purchase the pa-
per at $2 and sales do not appear to
have dropped.
Kingsbury affirmed that the re-




“It had been a dollar for 18 years
and I know the cost of having them
print has probably gone up a lot dur-
ing that time,” Kingsbury said.
A Real Change press release stated
that Real Change is the sixth North
American street paperto raise its price
to $2. Rather than vendors paying
$0.35 for their paper and keeping the
proceeds, the paper now costs vendors
$0.60 per copy sold at $2. This addi-
tional income will help Real Change
finance its expansion into the Kitsap
and east King County.
Veronicamay be reached at
vmazzolini@su-spectator.com
“When you need to sell three pa-
pers to get enough money for a cup of
coffee, it’s definitely time for a raise,”
said Harris.
Real Change just had a real big price
change. As the social justice magazine
increases the price of their issue, there
is speculation that customers will be
reluctant to pay the extra buck.
Real Change is a newspaper that
provides a voice for low-income and
homeless people and addresses eco-
nomic justice. This paper is sold by
homeless and low-income people to
provide them with employment. Part
oftheir mission states “Real Change is
a hand-up—not a hand-out—and ex-
tends dignity and self-determination
into the lives of those who often have
few other legitimate income-earning
opportunities.”
Starting April 3, the paper which
previously cost $1 has now gone up
in price to $2. This price increase has
provided the vendors with a better
earning. Rather than receiving $0.65
per paper sale, the profit is $1.40.
This puts into perspective exactly
how much for each paper the ven-
dors were earning. If the program
functions as an assistance to the
homeless, it needs to offer sufficient
financial support.
Richard Kingsbury, the Real
Change vendor outside ofthe QFC on
Broadway, was initially opposed to the
price increase for the paper. At first he
was unsure if it was a good idea, but
“It’s been accepted well by most
people. It hasn’t been a problem at all
so far,” said Kingsbury.
A sense of loyalty to Real Change
could be behind the smooth transi-
tion, with regular buyers changing
their routines and canceling out the
occasionally deferred would-be buyer.
Although this is a good change
for the vendors, there is concern that
some patrons will not pay the extra
dollar for the paper. A 100 percent
price increase is not going to go unno-
ticed by those who occasionally pur-
chase the paper.
“I don’t think I’ll pay two dollars
for the paper,” said Morgan Deary, a
Seattle University junior. “One dollar
was convenient because sometimes I
would just happen to have a dollar in
my wallet. Two dollars seems like too
much for something I was just buying
to be supportive.”
In the press release for the price
increase, Real Change Founding Di-
rector Timothy Harris explains that
KATERI TOWN • THE SPECTATOR
Richard Kingsbury sells Real Change papers on the corner ofBroadway and Park outside QFC. Kingsbury often sells on
this corner.
NEWS6
When you need to sell
three papers...for a cup
of coffee, it’s definitely




SPECTATOR COVER STIRS CONTROVERSY
Grace Stetson
Staff Writer
At the end of winter quarter, the last
issue of The Spectator was on the
stands for less than 24 hours.
Although the cover tells the
beginning of the story, the discus-
sion surrounding it has yet to reach a
conclusion.
The cover pertained to an article re-
garding a recent incident that had oc-
curred at Sullivan Hall—an intruder,
who was unaffiliated with the univer-
sity, entered a classroom and was even-
tually escorted off campus by Public
Safety. However, at first glance, the cov-
er does not seem related to the article.
The cover features a caricature of
Internet sensation Antoine Dodson,
standing in front of Sullivan Hall.
The headline next to Dodson reads,
“Hide Yo’ Kids, Hide Yo’ Wife: P-Safe
Faces Intruders.”
Although the cover graphic can
be seen as a lighthearted pop culture
reference used to visually address a
tense situation, many members of the
Seattle U community took offense to
the image, believing it to be racist and
classist. Some were so infuriated they
cut the cover image of Dodson out of
the cover or ripped the cover off the
issue entirely.
After several conversations and
emails between The Spectator staffand
membersofStudent Development, the
paper was pulled mid-Thursday in or-
der to prevent furtherupset within the
community. On Friday afternoon, the
Office ofMulticultural Affairs (OMA)
held a forum that addressed the in-
cident and encouraged community
members to share their experiences
with issues of diversityat Seattle U.
Editor-in-Chief Kelton Sears, who
was not present at the layout for the
issue, did not know of the problem
until a fellow editor brought it to his
attention through email.
“The staff was feeling concerned
and hearing negative feedback [about
the cover], so I called around to see
what had happened,” said Sears, who
was in Austin, Texas at the time.
Once Sears received further infor-
mation and understood the situation,
he was not happy.
“I was troubled by [the cover] like
everyone else,” Sears said.
He explained that the image was in-
tended to be a pop culture reference.
It was not meant to be malicious or
cause racial issues on campus.
“Its unfortunate that it did bother
people, and I understand why, but I
regret that it bothered so many peo-
ple,” Sears said. “The [Spectator] staff
tries really hard to explore the issues
a lot ofpeople voice concern over that
we’re not covering.”
While Sears was away, Managing
Editors Adrian Munger and MacKen-
zie Blake took charge. Both said they
were skeptical about the cover before
it was sent to the printer, but they were
also surprised by the gravity of the
backlash that followed.
“I would say that none ofus wanted
to offend anyone; the race issue was
definitely not central to our message,”
said Munger, who was unaware of the
negative response until he received a
call from Blake on Thursday morning.
Blake said the editorial board
talked about the cover, as well as any
concerns they had with it, before the
issue was sent to the printer on Tues-
day night. She was not aware of the
backlash until Sears contacted her late
Wednesday evening.
On Thursday, Blake, Munger and
Faculty Advisor Sonora Jha met with
Associate Vice President of Student
Development Michele Murray to de-
termine what steps should be taken





“Administration, as of Thursday,
wanted us to pull the issue, but they
actually don’t have the authority to re-
quest that—the choice to pull had to
come from The Spectator,” said Blake.
“I felt like I was being pushed in a lot
of different directions, and people
tried to push our First Amendment
rights, but no one actually forced us to
pull the papers, that ended up being
my decision.”
Munger also felt that the Division
of Student Development put a great
deal ofpressure on The Spectator staff
to pull the paper.
“I knew that Kelton should be the
only person to be able to tell us to pull
the paper, but when the administra-
tion asks you to pull the paper, it’s not
really something you say no to,” he
said. “There were a lot of important
people around campus who publicly
said that The Spectator should not
have pulled the paper, and that the
administration should have in no way
pressured us into pulling the paper.”
Jha, who has been the faculty advi-
sor for The Spectator for eight years,
said college media advisors across the
country do not review student news-
papers before they are sent to the
printer and distributed, and thus she
did not see the cover until the papers
were on the stands.
“There seemed to be a conversation
going on about how the cover may end
up hurting people’s feelings, while oth-
er students were arguingthat they saw a
differentcontext in the image,” said Jha.
“My advice as faculty advisor was that,
given the First Amendment implica-
tions, it’s very rare that apaper is pulled
from the stands, but that The Spectator
ought to draft an apology letter, since
feelings were likely to be hurt.”
Murray, who has met with The
Spectator’s editor-in-chiefonce aweek
for the past eight years, explained that
the Division of Student Development
provides the seed money for The
Spectator. Murray first saw the cover
on Thursday morning.
“I received an email from MacK-
enzie Thursday, among many others
expressing concern over the cover,”
said Murray. “I responded with my
concerns, and we, along with Adrian
and Sonora, met later that day, when
Kelton had decided to pull the paper
and was deciding whether to issue a
campus-wide apology.”
Although many Spectator staff
members and members of the Seattle
U Communications Department were
under the impression that the staff
was intimidated by Student Develop-
ment, Murray explains that the final
decision came from Sears, who stayed
in touch with his advisors throughout
these discussions.
“I know that there are differences
of opinion about [Sears’s decision to
pull]; in part, Kelton didn’t want that
image to be left on the stands for three
weeks,” she explained. “I certainly
understand that there are plenty of
people who feel very strongly that
something that controversial should
remain out in the public sphere.”
Murray went on to explain that,
while people may be complaining
about a violation of First Amendment
rights, it’s important to remember
First Amendment rights are not abso-
lute—sometimes social responsibility
should take precedence over freedom
of the press.
“I would say the choice to run the
cover was pretty irresponsible to the
community,” Murray said.
Associate Professor of Communi-
cation Tomas Guillen, a former jour-
nalist who worked at various publica-
tions including The Seattle Times for
20 years, believes that the pressure
7
book, along with his commentary, on
Wednesday night. As someone who
classifies himself as a minority, he be-
lieves that, after three years’ worth of
disheartening feelings and experienc-
es had on campus, seeing the image of
Dodson felt like hitting a roadblock.
“The Spectator is supposed to be
a newspaper that’s supposed to in-
form, and I saw that cover as helping
to expose these false ideas of people
of color,” he said. “I believed this was
one symptom ofa larger problem, and
that’s why we decided to organize a fo-
rum.”
Carrillo wrote an email to Seattle U
President Stephen Sundborg, S.J., to
express his shock and disgust with the
cover. However, neither he nor Nixon
contacted The Spectator staffdirectly.
“One letterI saw that stood out was
attacking the paper and its journalistic
integrity based on the cover —I feel as
though that would have been my let-
ter,” Carrillo said. “I would have tried
to articulate why I felt the cover was
problematic in a large societal context
and how, regardless ofwhether you’re
trying to use humor, a lot of these
ideas are often regurgitated, which of-
ten legitimizes these ideas in people’s
minds, whether it’s consciously or
not.”
Yet, Carrillo never sent that mes-
sage. According to Sears, Blake and
Munger, The Spectator itselfreceived
few complaints; many staff members
found out about the negative response
through informal conversations with
peers or through Facebook.
“If people have complaints, go to
the source,” Guillen said. “To suddenly
call a meeting and publicly chastise...
the process was all wrong.”
that we were asking how the cover
actually related to the coverage ofthe
incident at the law school, and I be-
lieve the general feeling was that the
two weren’t related.”
Once Nixon returned to her office,
many students expressed their frus-
tration with the cover to her and dis-
cussed students’ distress with Murray.
The students in the OMA Lounge
then decided to organize a forum
about the topic for the following after-
noon and created marketing materials
for the event that incorporated The
Spectator cover in the design.
“The cover, I find, is incredibly ap-
palling, but I think that it is a part
of some challenges related to cam-
pus climate that [the students] face
on a more regular basis,” Nixon said.
“I don’t think at any point [the fo-
rum] was just about The Spectator. I
think...it was symptomatic of some of
the ways students felt on campus.”
The two-hour forum was held on
Friday, March 15, in Cherry Street
Market, and allowed about 34 mem-
bers of the Seattle U community to
voice their experiences with issues of
diversity. According to Nixon, about
90 percent of the people who spoke
stated that they felt disappointed
about Seattle U’s campus climate.
“Many of the speakers said they
wanted to be in love with the univer-
sity, but felt that hasn’t always been
reciprocated,” Nixon said. “To be dis-
appointed in something means you
have high expectations of it, and, to
me, that seems like a very good place
to start.”
Junior Manuel Carrillo seemed
to lead the charge in challenging the
cover. He posted a photo of it on Face-
Student Development and OMA put
on The Spectator was unfair.
“Student Development should
have [their] hands off the campus
paper, and should not be intimidat-
ing, should not be sending emails to
people on staff and asking them to do
things,” said Guillen. “Student Devel-
opment provides the financial sup-
port to The Spectator, but that doesn’t
mean they should be meddling with
the First Amendment.”
Guillen was the faculty advisor for
the paper for 10 years, but left when
he felt that Student Development was
“censoring the paper.” Guillen believes
that The Spectator is an independent
news organization and should be
treated as such.
“It was a questionable front page
that was probably poorly conceived
and a poor choice, but I don’t think
that the individuals who designed it
or made the decision to run the cover
are racist,” he said. “The Spectator isn’t
a hired hand for anyone in the ad-
ministration. They’re trying to learn
about journalism and free speech, and
here we have offices bullying, intimi-
dating and stifling free speech—that
shouldn’t happen. Shame on them.”
Adam Goldstein, an attorney advo-
cate representative of the non-profit
organization the Student Press Law
Center, which has been working to
protect the freedom of the press for
student journalists, agreed with Guil-
len. Goldstein said that, in his 13 years
with the SPLC, the university’s reac-
tion to the cover is one of the least
thought-out responses he has seen
from a school.
“People over intellectualize the sim-
ple, and can analyze things from many
different standpoints. If you want to
talk about something, you shouldn’t
take the paper off the stands,” said
Goldstein.
Monica Nixon, the director of
OMA, said that she picks up a copy of
The Spectator every Thursday morn-
ing on the way to her weekly meeting
with the directors of the Division of
Student Development, but March 14
was a bit different.
“Several of us had the issue and we
were having informal conversations of
our alarm over it,” she said. “I think
Nixon, who encourages her staff
and students to read the paper, be-
lieves that the event led The Spectator
to fall to the “single story” ideal.
“It takes so much longer to build
up credibility than to lose it,” she said.
“I hope that an outcome of this is that
people don’t choose not to read The
Spectator, but in fact choose to read it
more closely’’
While the issue came about in an
unfortunate way, Jha believes that the
cover and controversy have given the
campus an opportunity to have criti-
cal conversations about how different
groups are represented in the media
and on the Seattle U campus.
“Everyone should be heard,” Jha said.
Sears explained that this incident
is a good reminder of The Spectator’s
mission and role.
“When we started out this year,
one of the goals I told the staff was
we need to really reflect on the com-
munity we’re writing about. In light
of all of this happening, it reminds us
that we need to keep doing that and
doing it better and doing it more ag-
gressively because, clearly, there are a
lot of issues on campus that we haven’t
touched on,” he said. “I would like to
write more stories that get people talk-
ing, but for the right reasons.”
Munger said that The Spectator and
OMA are now on good terms and both
organizations are looking to move for-
ward and learn from this.
“Clearly, this has been an unfor-
tunate and sad event,” he said. “But I
believe this will lead to good things.”
Murray hopes the conversation
sparked by the cover will encourage
the universityto take real steps toward
mending and improving the campus
climate.
“A lot of times our intentions don’t
match the actual impact of what our
actions are, but that doesn’t make us
any less responsible,” Murray said.
Maybe that impact will affect
change.
“If that is the true outcome of the
ordeal, dare I say it will be worth it?”
Grace may be reached at
gstetson@su-spectator.com
I would like [The Specta-
tor] to write more stories
that get people talking,




One of the primary functions of a newspaper is to act as
a reflection of the community it serves. Arthur Miller,
author of “Death of a Salesman” and former journalist,
wrote “A good newspaper, I suppose, is a nation talk-
ing to itself.” This special edition of the newspaper is an
opportunity for Seattle University to do just that—talk
to itself. Every week at The Spectator, we try to shine a
light on issues or topics we think the community needs
to know about or needs to be discussed, but this week
we opened up the paper to you to write in and share
what you think needs to be heard. We hope you con-
tinue to write to The Spectator—your voice is crucial to
the campus conversation.
Oppression (n): unjust or cruel exercise of authority or power.
“Oppression” is an extremely harsh word and it is irresponsible to throw it
around so easily at a school like Seattle University. I have seen nothing but love
for differences in this community and within our student body. If anything,
the ones who are marginalized at this school are those who do not outwardly
embrace different backgrounds, those who are closed-minded. But even this is
not very common here. I think Seattle U students are fortunate to be in such
an open-minded and culturally-aware environment. More than half of my
professors havebeen non-white, both male and female. My classes require me to
give back to the underprivileged in the surrounding community. I took African
Philosophy as a requirement. Differences in sexual orientation and ethnicity are
not only accepted here, they are celebrated. It is ridiculous and shameful to put
the school in an “oppressive” light.




There is a concerning lack of artistic opportunities at Seattle University.
Students studying Fine Arts and students who are artists in other disciplines
deserve an opportunity to professionally exhibit their art and learn skills to help
them succeed in the world of art outside of the Seattle U community.
Currently, temporary events display mass quantities of student art with no
theme, in a poorly lit space for a short period of time. Artists who participate
in these events find it hard to make an impact and tell a story through their
art when it is displayed one night surrounded by other artists aesthetics. Art
that is displayed on campus outside of these events is mainly displayed in the
Fine Artsbuilding where only students focusing on art congregate. Seattle U is
missing out on an opportunity to educate not only budding artists but the entire
student body.
We propose that there should be a program in which artists in the Fine
Arts department and outside the Fine Arts department can display their art
in classrooms, offices and common spaces around the Seattle U campus for up
to two months. Expanding artistic opportunities to areas outside the fine arts
building and focusing on quality insteadof quantity when putting on exhibitions
could do the following for artists on the Seattle U campus:
a) Give artists the exposure they need to make an impact with their art
b) Give artiststhe opportunity to leavecollege witha personal and meaningful
portfolio
c) Allow artists to articulate a personal aesthetic in their work
d) Give artists training in business skills such as
-how to write an effective artist statement
-how to design an exhibition
-how to work with a client
Non-art major students could benefit from student art exhibits as well.
Circulating art exhibits with themes and an aesthetic by a single artist could
benefit the student body at large in the following ways:
a) The art in building will reflect the needs and values of the people using
the building
b) Increase art literacy among students
c) Inspire dialogue surrounding the concept ofart
d) Bring awareness to the artistic talent in all of the departments across
the university
Art is a human experience that every individualcan relate to and Seattle U
seems tobe dropping the ball. If students are not receiving the support and tools
to succeed within the small Seattle U community, how are they expected to
succeedon their own once theyhave graduated? We, (a humanitiesfor leadership
major, a theatre major and digital design major) believe there needs to be one
cohesive program on the Seattle U campus that will support and exhibit student
art. The Student Center and the library provide excellent examples of quality art
exhibition. We feel that we could create similar environments in otherbuildings
across campus. With a collection of well-known artists, local artists and student
artists, Seattle U could become an attraction for the Capitol Hill Art Walk and
a meaningful part of the Seattle art community. Please email any of us to get
involved with increasing opportunities on campus or if you are interested in
learning about programs offered by the university.
Yours in art,
Taylor Gawlik - gawlikt@seattleu.edu
Virginia McClure -mcclurev@seattleu.edu




Thank you. We’ve been together three years now. We’ve had our ups and
downs, but that’s to be expected. When we first met I was instantly drawn to
you; at that moment countless possibilities raced through my head. There was
something about the way you presented yourself. I remember how passionate
you appeared about social justice, and about “empowering leaders for a just
and humane world.”
Through you I discovered some of the most amazing people I’ve ever had
the privilege to meet. They helped me to articulate how I felt and about the
impact of oppression, marginalization and privilege; even my own. With the
help of these students, faculty and staff I’ve liberated my mind, my body and
my soul.
You see, I learned that issues of oppression, marginalization and privilege
will continue to exist well past my life, but that only through actively
combating these issues can we create a more equal and equitable world for
other generations. I can never know it all, but whats important is that I make
a genuine effort.
That being said I also began to see how little you truly do to tackle these
issues. All those talks about social justice and empowering leaders for a just
and humane world have remained mostly that. It breaks my heart.
Professors limit focus on social justice issues and diversity to just one
day. Instructors and students continue to espouse and promote imperialistic
ideas. Seattle Police Department with its history of oppression and civil rights
violations trains Public Safety. Queer students and students ofcolor lack access
to resources and information. People are judged by the way they dress. There
is so much more.
Seattle University, I want to look back at our relationship as positive, but
thingshave to change forthat to occur. Regarding social justice andempowering
leaders for a just and humane world, you need to walk the walk and talk the
talk. You’re not really doing either. Reflection is necessary, actions even more.
I’ll keep up the pressure. I refuse to be passive and I won’t go away.
Manuel Carrillo
Context—
SU has an endowment (which is a sum of money or properly donated to an
institution). Our endowment totals over $160 million.
Much of this money is reinvested into the stock market through a variety of
complex methods to gain more money.
There is no public transparency about where specifically the university is
investing. Thus we as students, faculty, staff and alumni don’t know exactly what
corporations our institution may be supporting financially. However we do know
that at least asmall percentage ofthis money is invested in someofthe largest fossil
fuel polluters (including Exxon Mobil).
A “divestment campaign” has been launched through the Sustainable Student
Action Club to ask our university to divest funds from some of the biggest fossil
fuelpolluters in theworld. Over 200 othercampuses throughout the US (including
Harvard, USF, SwarthmoreandUC Berkley) are participating in similarcampaigns.
Dear fellow members ofthe Seatde Universitycommunity,
The Sustainable Student Action Club recently began working to address
concerns about our universities investments in the fossil fuel industry. I am
writing today because I believe that as an institution that believes in both social
and environmental justice, it is our duty to invest our money into corporations
which reflect these deeplyrooted set ofvalues. The fossil fuel industryhas a track
record ofharmful practices which negatively impact not only the environment,but
also thousands of people on a dailybasis. Throughout the worldharmful drilling
and mining practices (to attain fossil fuels) have left communities with effects such
as polluted air (in many cases increasing rates of asthma among children), a lack
of clean water sources, and severe property damage. On a larger scale, the threats
of climate change and severe weather patterns will continue to threaten the lives
and livelihoods of millions of people throughout the world. Divestment is about
aligning our values with our money, while also making a political statement that
helps shape public discourseand bring attention to these issues. I encourage Seattle
U to jointhis important movement.
If you have questionsabout the national movement to divest fossil fuels, check
out the website www.gofossilffee.org/faq or email me at jahrj@seattleu.edu.
Thank you,
-JJJahr''
a a a a a
To the Editor:
The Office ofMulticultural Affairs wishes to add our voice to the chorus
of those who found the cover of the March 13, 2013, issue to be appalling,
racist and classist. The meme reinforced a terrible stereotype that black men
are predators, uneducated and do not belong in universities. The Spectator
demonstrated disregard for the experiences of those who experience
marginalization at Seattle Universityand reinforced that this institution is not
a place where everyone can feel safe, valued and respected.
Unfortunately we have heard from some of our students that they
found the publication of this particular image to be unsurprising, given the
microaggressions and discrimination that they endure on a regular basis. The
image is symptomatic of a lack of consistent attention to campus climate, and
we believe all of us at the university can do more to focus on the systemic
sources, impact and outcomes of oppression. Even the campus dialogue about
the March 6 incident at the Law School had not included any substantive
mention of race, mental health, class and how notions of “safety” can serve
to silence those whose experiences do not mirror those of dominant groups.
We hear from students that they routinely expect to feel excluded, based on
the cumulative negative impact of their experiences, and The Spectator’s
choice only reinforced this perception and reality. We challenge all of us at
Seattle U to address systemic issues associated with privilege, oppression and
marginalization by engaging in courageous conversation and by responding to
the needs of marginalized students, staffand faculty with clear, sustained, and
institutionally-supported action. Only by doing so can we hope to live up to
our university’s mission to educate the whole person and to empower leaders
for a justand humane world.
The Office ofMulticultural Affairs
Dear Editor,
Thankyou for this opportunity to vent. Right now my biggest pet peeve
on this campus is technology. With what we pay for tuition the technology
should be so much better. Now I know that they are working on it and
improving it, however the one area I have heard nothing about fixing is the
lack of availability to scanners on campus. It is particularly vexing given that
there are assignments in some of the classes that require use of a scanner. For
instance, in one class students are required to get the signature of a person
they are interviewing and then scan thatpaper in with the assignment. In yet
another class, a student teaches a class and then gives handouts and those
handouts have to be scanned into the computer in order to electronically
turn in the assignment. In this day and age, there is no logical reason for not
having a scanner in every computer lab. It simply makes sense.
In addition to this issue, I think every computer lab should also be
manned by a computer attendant. With the number of older students on
this campus, there needs to be better access to people who can help with
technological issues. I have had issues a number of times in the computer
labs. I can usually find another student to help, but then I am taking them
away from their school work to help me with mine when there should be
someone paid to help. Even in the OIT lab, I have found that the students
aren’t trained well enough to always be able to help me with my technical
problems. This campus needs to catch up to the computer age and help their
students to do so as well.
Karen DeMasters
Features
Can you imagine how it feels:
To be the only brown face in a classroom, and feeling unwelcome to speak on
your own history?
To be told that yourpresence shows enough acceptance ofdiversity?
To need immediatepsychological attention, but need to wait over threeweeks for
an appointment with CAPS?
To have faculty and peers automatically and audibly assume that you will fail
your science class because your skin is brown?
Tobe told that there is no wayyou could like acertain studentrock band because,
“You like hip hop, right?”
To be told that you should be ashamed to be at a private school on scholarships,
grantsand loansbecause no one deserves a handout?
To be scolded by a professor for working, since being astudent is supposed to be
your job, but you actually have two mouths to feed, not one?
To be considered mean, inconsiderate andaggressive because you just happen to
be a brown woman of size?
To be specifically told that your required course will “speak from a Eurocentric
point ofview since not muchresearch has been done for blacks in psychology”
To be told that you may not achieve your goals because, well, if it is hard for
women in social sciences, think how hard it is for black ones!
To feel like you have been made a space on campus, andthat space is OMA. Stray
from the lounge and face the consequences.
To buy food on campus and have people follow you around because they think
you are stealing, or hold onto your debit card because they don’t think it will go
through?
To have toiled for years to make it to SU, just to be told you only made it for
diversityand quotas sake?
To have so much to say about feeling marginalized on campus and only having
350 words to do so?
I ask you, reader, can youeven imaginewhat it is like to be me? Oppression SUcks.
Anonymous
Greetings Editor-in-Chief:
During my time at Seattle University, I learned so much about myself
and the people around me. I finally understood the meaning of rejection,
oppression and ignorance. During my junior year, I realized that many ofmy
colleagues cared less about me and more about themselves and their own self-
interests. I learn that many people do not really care about helping one another
nor embracing different people; they only care about what they feel more
comfortable with. It’s only because we attend an institution that emphasizes
on diversity, open-mindedness and freedomis why many students would force
themselves to embrace others, but not wholeheartedly accept differentpeoples.
I know it is a great challenge to accept people who behave, think and look
different than you, but having it be a challenge is no excuse to be superficial.
Despite our many differences, we are all human beings. We were born equal
and free to do what we desire, yet we grow up believing that we are not equal
and that certain people are not free. It is a total disgrace and I can no longer
accept that. At Seattle U, superficiality is at every corner, from showing off
expensive gadgets to sticking to name brands to certain “cool kids” giving dirty
looks to humble folks just entering the room. Even the “Hi, how are you?”
while on the go is too fake for me to tolerate. I do not even know who to
trust anymore because many ofmy fellow colleagues are infatuated with what
society claims as “cool” or “hip.” Many young folks are mainly focused on being
and looking cool, only to impress others and ultimately look down on others
who do not emulate. I grew up being judged and look down upon for too long.
I realized it is certainly immaturityand I shall not follow such foolishness. I am
disappointed at my fellow colleagues and nearly my entire generation because
they craze what is cool, aesthetic and that can give you some sort ofpraise and
attention. What is the importance ofsuch attention?
Pure selfishness.
We Need to Change the Conversation
Submitted by Diane S. Schmitz, Ed.D., Director in Student Development and
Adjunct Faculty in the College of Education
The following quote from Beverly Tatum, professor and President of
Spelman College, reminds me we all are impacted by oppression and we all
have work to do. While it is focused on race, the same context applies to other
systems of oppression.
“We’re all breathing in misinformation. We’re all being exposed to
stereotypes, and we all have to think about how we have been impacted by
that. You sometimes hear people say there is not a prejudiced bone in my
body. But I think when somebody makes that statement, we might gently say
to them check again. That ifwe have all been breathing in smog, we can’t help
but have our thinking shaped by it somehow. As a consequence, we all have
work to do. Whetheryou identify as a person ofcolor, whether you identify as
awhite person, it doesn’t matter. We all havebeen exposed tomisinformation
that we have to think critically about” (PBS Race—The Power of an
Illusion interview).
We need to change the conversation on campus in several important ways
if we are to authentically change how oppression and privilege are operating
within our community.
The discussions need to move:
from a focus on intention to an acknowledgement of impact.
from a focus on the number of diverse students, staff and faculty to
examining their experience of campus climate.
from discussions of diversity to critical conversations of power, privilege
and oppression.
from a focus on individual prejudice to a discussion of how cultural
and institutional systems operating within the university influence
individual actions.
from a focus on how to educate our students on these issues to include a
focus on how we educate faculty and staff.
As a white person in my 14th year at Seattle University, I am dismayed at
our inability to address whiteness as a pervasive force at this university. The
stories shared at the forum were aligned with manyI haveheard over the years.
They are not isolated incidents. They do not reflect the kind of university to
which we aspire. They are not unusual on college campuses.
Seattle U can take this moment as an opportunity to courageously engage
our mission of social justice and be a model for other universities.
We are all Seattle U; your voice is needed at the table.
A few daysago, the nation watched as citizensmade presentations infederal
court and stood outside the capital advocating for one ofthe most talkedabout
social issues of the decade: the right for gay and lesbian couples to wed and
receive full benefits. I believe this was a defining moment for our country. Not
only because of the static surrounding the issue, but rather the realization that
our society is determinedto fight the battle for civil rights.
The challenge of our time is inequality. Our country has come a long way
by protesting historical beliefs, however we cannot move forward until the
paradigm ofdiscrimination shifts. It’s a matter of simple prejudice. The silence
of decent people standing on the sidelines troubled Martin Luther King more
than the racists who threw rocks. We can’t let simple stereotypes pass without
a second glance. And most importantly, we can’t settle.
I’m an Asian-American, athlete, and student. I’m reminded of my identity
every day and I’ve felt the effects ofdiscrimination in all three areas. Seeing such
an amazing turnout at the campus climate forum was not only empowering
but also humbling. Thank you Seattle U for making your voice heard. After
witnessing your vulnerability, I could never be more proud to call myself
a Redhawk.
Nicole Gaddie, Student BodyPresident
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Two Top 10 lists, by DEEP (The Diversity Equity and EducationProgram)
The lists are in no way complete; rather, they are intendedto move us forward
towards putting the university where it already says it is: making the lives of
everyone here worthwhile and non-oppressive, andcommitting our community
to true diversity and equity. Change is necessary, and we are demanding this
necessary change in our campus culture towards inclusion.
“Top 10 Ways for the Seattle University Campus to Get Real about Social
Justice”
10. When we don’t know something, admit it. Take responsibility for self-
education.Approach learning with humility.
9. Don’t assume that “learning about diversity” stops after one training, or
one day in class. (After all, cultural awareness is ongoing, and culture changes
over time). WHAT IF we had a whole YEAR devoted to diversity?!
8. Walk the talk aboutour proclaimed “utopia ofdiversity ’ Own up to realities
on campus and our need for more active inclusion, not just tolerance.
7. Move Beyond Guilt. Use our privilege to worktowards collective liberation.
6. Ask questions. Question assumptions.
5. Begin to observe who is dominating the class discussion, and ifthe professor
is actively including everyone in class discussion.
4. Don’t assume that our individual reality is the same as everyone else’s reality.
3. Thinkabout the impact of our actions, regardless of “good intent.”
2. Talkabout race.
1. Advocate for our own needs and the needs of other folks on campus.
Amplify our voicesand empowerourselves to demand change.
“Top 10 Ways for the Seatde U Administration to Get Real about Social
Justice—FORREAL”
10. Train faculty about how to ensure an inclusive and safe environment in
our classrooms, and how to talk about diversity without reinforcing systems of
oppression.
9. Don’t just hand off “diversity” issues to the Office ofMulticultural Affairs.
Expand responsibility beyond OMA. Expose the campus every day to issues of
diversity, oppression, privilege and marginalization.
8. Provide a clear process to support students who encounter bias. Hire a
ChiefExecutive of Diversity to hold our campus accountable.
7. Remember that only listening to students isn’t enough.
6. (Neither is creating another Task Force. Read thereport from the Diversity
Task Force in 1991. Read the report from the Diversity Task Force in 2008.
Implement the recommendations!)
5. Have a concrete timeline for implementing change.
4. And, Do Something.
3. (This means ACTUALLY Doing Something.)
2. Do something concrete. For real. Don’t just talk about it! CREATE a
Diversity and Equity Office. ESTABLISH a Gender Justice Center. HIRE more
support for Disability Services.
1. Realize that the calls for change are not going away. We are not going away.
We will be here, demanding change, until real change comes to campus.
12 FEATURES
Each time I walk by the Puget Sound Blood Drive trailer, I ask myself what
donating blood must mean to those who are able to do it, because I am banned
from donating blood by the Food and Drug Administration on the basis of my
sexual orientation. Atpresent, any“male who has had sex with anothermale since
1977,even once,” is considered by the FDA to be at increased risk of contracting
HIY, and is thereby considered “not eligible” to donate blood (redcross.org). I
ask the community of Seattle University to imagine how walking by this blood
donation trailer, and never entering it, illustrates the silent and largely unnoticed
manner in which gay men bear the stigmas ofdevianceand impurity today.
Despite the fact that blood donations are rigorously tested before their use
in transfusions, the FDA has still not lifted its ban on blood donations from gay
men, as countries like the UK have. This prohibition purports that gay sex is
unsafe and that straight sex is safe, which is both irrationaland imprudent, since
everybody is susceptible to HIV contraction. Blood donations are rigorously
tested because, no matterwho’s doing it, sex always has the potential to beunsafe.
If we are to be empowered by Seattle U to become leaders of a more
just and humane world, then let us first recognize the explicit exercise of
homophobic discrimination on our own campus. Thepassage of Referendum 74
monumentally installed marriage equality for all, but for some, it gave way to a
sentiment that homophobic oppression is a thing ofthe past. We mustremember
that the purging of homophobia from its embedded position within our society
and institutions will require an extendedand active effort.
I commend those who have donatedblood in the past, and I urge all who are
legally eligible to donate blood in the future. I hope the presence of injustice on
our doorstep will keep attuned ourmoral compasses, and illuminate the presence
of homophobia that is too often considered eradicated.
-Christopher Waterbury
To the Seattle UniversityCommunity:
I am tired, so immensely tired, of the apathy at this school shown by my
peers. Get up. Speakup. Be loud. Show resistance. Think radically. Look around
at what is happening and call it out. I am tired of this existential crisis; this
mindset where we believe that what we have to say doesn’t matter. What we
have to say does matter-accept it! Our words, as students of a university, as
educated people, as human beings, matter and have an effect on other people
and communities of our society. We can make a difference. We can empower
those who have been silenced and we can listen to those who have not been
given a chance to speakbefore. We should not be satisfied by the tokenization
of people of color in our classrooms. We should not be satisfied with the lack of
trans* inclusion in our housing policies. We shouldhold student organizations
accountable to being inclusive and non-offensive. We should not stand for
racist, homophobic, ableist or sexist comments from members of the Seattle U
community, and we need to learnhow to combat thosein the larger community
as well.
I challenge the Seattle U community to seek involvement in OMA Alliance
clubs and programs, Housing programs, SGSU and more. I challenge the
Seattle U community to show up to and be present at powerful events such
as Take Back the Night, Intersexions, Campus Ministry retreats like Search,
the Vagina Monologues, Sex(y) Education, Day of Silence, and residence halls’
Dialogue Circles. We will never know what is missing from our campus until
we realize what is missing from our understanding of cycles of oppression that
exist in our culture.
Also, as a reminder: having a paper due the next day is not the worst thing in
the world that can happen to you. Next time yougo to complain about a privilege
you have, take a step back and realize that other people in the world are having
the worst day oftheir fives anddon’t want to hear you moan and complain about
the workand thought you have to put into yourcollege education.
Sincerely,
Akaila Ballard
Interested in applying to be a
2013 Student Commencement Speaker?
Share your experiences and insights.
Inspire your fellow graduates.
Leave a legacy atSeattle University.
Apply online at www.seattleu.edu/leadership
Applications are due Thursday, April 11th by 4:00pm
Questions: Contact Leadership Development at
lead@seattleu.edu | (206J296-LEAD (5323)
What I have noticed in recent editions of The Spectator is that it has
become a space for journalists to editorialize rather than report, resulting in
theking of all editorial issues. While opinions have theirplace in reporting, it
isperhaps a higher challenge to overlookbiases in favor of honesty.
I’ve seen some alarming approaches in The Spectator as of late. Articles
have been composed with a conclusion in mind, rather than a question, and
information is incomplete and inconsiderate. Headlines and covers seem
to be drafted purely to entertain, without thought to how they might be
received, or if they may be relevant.
Initially, I wanted to place all of the blame on The Spectator for how
several issues have been handled, particularly after the article regarding the
Youth Initiative. I foundmyself frustratedby the desire to have a hard-hitting
article, where this desire overshadowedthe potential to report on something
that is genuinely attempting to follow the mission statement of this school.
Both “sides” are at fault, however. The problem is that there should not be
sides—this should be a dialogue. However, it has turned into an undeclared
war between the oppressed and the oppressors, where The Spectator has
turned into the face of oppression. The #OppressionSUcks campaign has
stopped being constructive; instead of being a forum for solutions, it has
become a place for angry people to have a microphone.
Rage fosters rage.
Conversations foster solutions.
Accountability is crucial, and I think that The Spectator genuinely has
the ability to be something constructive and beneficial for the campus
community. It should be reporting on what is happening, both positive
and negative. It should embrace that which follows the Jesuit mission,
and be honest about that which doesn’t. Editorials should be less of the
newspaper’s content, and the majority of the paper should be reflective of its
news-related articles.
There is no need for insensitive headlines or hard-hitting journalism;
honest Seattle University students representing what happens on our
campus will begin to provide this natural conversation space that campus so




Dear Editor & Seattle University Community
In our work to connect the classroom, campus and community, we have
learned that we are at our best when we are able to listen to each other, learn
from each other, and create enough space at the table for all voices to be
heard. We, campus and community, are so much stronger when we work in
solidarity with a sense of humility and an openness to different perspectives.
While not always successful, we strive individually, as an organization, and
in our work with Seattle U students, faculty, staffand community partners to
stretch our understandings of ourselves and our world. This work can bring
richness and depth to all involved. Yet, it can also be messy, challenging and
painful as we live in an imperfect world where justice is not always present
and many face great suffering. As the Diversity Task Force moves forward in
its work, we look forward to being active partners in the continued pursuit of
a more inclusive, equitable and just campus and community.
The Center for Service and Community Engagement Staff
To the leadership ofSeattle University:
We spend a lot of energy and time trying to rev up our athletics, to gain
recognition and prestige like other Jesuit universities. The Hoyas at Georgetown
play basketball and win. Guess what? Georgetown is a Jesuit University that is not
only known for their basketball team, but the wealth of resources that benefit the
entire campus. Notonlydoes Georgetown havean “Office ofInstitutionalDiversity,
Equity, and Affirmative Action,” but it also has a Diversity Action Council,
Center for Multicultural Equity and Access, an LGBTQ Resource Center, AND a
Women’s Center. Since we love to fly our “premiere independent university in the
Northwest” banner, why don’t we strive to live out our commitment to diversity
like theJesuit institution that we are? For this, we needa coordinatedcross-campus
effort to provide more resources, an effort that should be fully supported by and
advocated by the administration.
To the administration: don’t just hold out for the dissidentseniors to graduate.
Don’t say “okay, we’ll consider this” and then wait for the collective campus
consciousness to “forget” or “be distracted.” Instead: be authentic, be accountable,
be transparent, be true to the mission. We want to create our beloved community,
and a “more justand humane world.”
We want to learnabout leadership that liberates, not leadership that reinforces
the status quo.
As the administration of our university, the folks with the money and the suits
and the power to create change and transform the resources of this campus, it is
imperative that you listen, and that you act. No more waiting. We need serious
change. President Sundborg, whyare you calling for anotherDiversity Task Force?
The recommendations from the last two, from 1991 and 2008, have yet to be
fully implemented, and a lot of the demands have stayed the same. Our campus
community deserves more concrete action.
To myfellow students, let’s hold our leadership accountable.Keep up thepressure.
Amy Tower










FREE CONSULTS FOR SEATTLE U. STUDENTS
AND EMERGENCIES ARE SEEN THE SAME DAY YOU CALL!
I place great worth in journalismand am very appreciative ofits irreplaceable
role in society. While I value the open forum that has been created within this
issue of the publication and I acknowledge that The Spectator is not due sole
blame in the oppressive climate, I am disenchanted by the actions made by
The Spectator that have led to the necessitation of such a style of publication.
Journalistic writing reports from an unbiased perspective on the concerns of
a particular population—The Spectator has not served such a purpose in that
regard. To be a journalist involves entering a situation in attempt to find the
truth, not creating an alternative, attention-grabbing concept and building a
storyaround it
Seattle University prides itselfon social justice: this is a line thatwe as students
are incredibly familiar with; it is a frequent add-on to many messages conveyed
to the campus body and larger community but one that many ofus do not fully
seem to understand. Social justice involves recognition of the oppression and
structural violencein existencewithin society and a commitment to rectifying it.
Social justice is serving as a tutor at an inner-city public school as part
of a movement to close the education gap that exists for minorities. It is
recognizing that an individuals outlandishbehavior and lack of understanding
of social norms might stem from a psychological disorderand seeking help for
that person.
As a form of media, The Spectator has a responsibility to conduct itself in
a professional manner. The Spectator shamefully used its position of power to
discredit a program that was formed for and continues to be shaped by the needs
ofthe community it serves. Questioning institutions ofthe university such as the
Youth Initiative is fine, but the backhanded method of discrediting the program
was insulting, unprofessional and not adherent to the value ofsocial justice.
Unless The Spectator can commit to truthfully carrying out the Core Values





On behalfofSGSU (Student Government ofSeattle University):
As a representative organization, itis SGSU sresponsibility to listen to the students
ofthis campus and react thoughtfully and with meaningful action. As many students
articulated during the Campus Climate forum, effectively addressing oppression
begins with a conversation. Our dialogue must address the uncomfortable and real
possibility that insensitivity to gender, race, sexual orientation, mental health, physical
and invisible disabilities and cultural background exists on this campus. This dialogue
should be guided by empathy, awareness and candid self-reflection. We must all learn
to recognize oppressive language or unequal treatment, which may be subtle, and to
understand that oppression means different things to different people. Only then,
when we have a comprehensive and mutual understanding of each others familiar
and unfamiliar experiences, can we take significant steps forward.
We heard a sampling ofthese experiences justbefore spring break—severalofour
SGSU members even shared their own. The issues at hand are important to SGSU
membership. One ofour representatives worked tirelessly to help put on the Campus
Climate event and, earlier in winter quarter, SGSU took part in a workshop that
addressed concerns about oppression on our campus. During a recent Representative
Assembly meeting with Vice Provost Bob Dullea, SGSU recommended that part of
Seattle University’s Accreditation Report reflect gender inclusive language. Those
recommendations were adopted and have already been implemented.
With a tremendous amount ofwork still to be done, we offer these examples only
to underscore that this conversation is a priority for SGSU—and will continue to be
as we move forward.
We call for all other organizations, clubs, departments and individuals to join us in
solidarity to collectively worktowards the greater goal ofaddressing the current issues
regarding campus climate. Our hope is that SGSU’s role in this dialogue will help lead
to substantive change as future student governments replace the currentcohort.
We invite all of you to share your feedback on how we can best represent you.
Please send concerns or suggestions to SGSU_President@seatdeu.edu.
Sincerely,





Are you ready? Get on the finance fast-track with the new MS in Finance from Santa Clara University
■ Gain a deeper analytical understanding of the financial marketplace
■ Learn how to use sophisticated investment tools to balance risk and reward
■ Become an alumnus of the school producing the largest number of financial leaders working in Silicon Valley
Learn more at scu.edu/msf
SANTA CLARA UNIVERSITY LEAVEY SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
Web www.scu.edu/msf Phone 408.554.4539 Email gradbusiness@scu.edu
GraduateBusiness Admissions Leavey School of Business—Lucas Hall 116
Santa Clara University 500 El Camino Real, Santa Clara, CA 95053-0210
Source: U.S. Dept, of Labor website
“Because I knew 1was going into a
new field and 1 would need resources
available in a school thathad some









REDHAWK BASEBALL DOMINATES VISITING UBC
TREVOR UMBINETTI • THE SPECTATOR
Top: Nick Latta slides into secpnd after stealing a base on April 9, 2013 against University of British Columbia. The Redhawks would won the game 5-2, taking
advantage of sloppy pitching from UBC. Bottom left: Eric Yardley got the save for the seventh of April 9, 2013 game against UBC when he closed the last 1 1/3
innings. Bottom right: Bryndon Ecklund slides under a tag by the thirdbaseman on April 9, 2013 against UBC.
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every expecting parents nightmare:
there will be something “wrong” with
their child or, worse, they’ll actually
give birth to a monster.
Written by Rachel Axler, the Emmy
award-winning writer who pens “The
Daily Show” and “Parks and Recre-
ation,” and directed by Erin Kraft, the
three-person comedy was first per-
formed at the Lulia Miles Theatre in
New York two years ago and was a
smashing success.
Colby (Carol Thompson) and Nick
(Ash Hyman) are expecting a child,
and as the lights illuminate the stage,
the happy couple is trying to read the
sonogram, but have trouble under-
standing what they are looking at.
Although they first dismiss the odd
sonogram, Colby does in fact give
birth to a “smudge.” Colby and Nicks
“baby” is described as a purplish-grey
hot dog with a large head, one creepy
eye of “Caribbean sea color,” and a
spike or tail—the parents and doctors
aren’t really sure which.
New mother Colby is unsure what
to call the thing she gave birth to —her
mess ofnames includes “creature,” “it,”
“freak,” “smudge,” “hot dog,” and even
“a bunch of entrails in a casing.” Her
husband, on the other hand, names
theirchild Cassandra.
Nick, the father, is an adoring par-
ent who loves his child and urges his
wife to accept Cassandra and bond
with her. After work he comes home
to do eye exercises with the “baby”
and tells her stories while playing with
Cassandra’s stuffed carrot. Much to
his frustration, his wife refuses to even
look into the crib.
There are moments of comedy
when Colby becomes hysterical while
trying to interact with her child and
her hysteria turns out to be the only
thing the child responds to. Every time
Colby is alone with the “baby” and has
ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
an angry outburst the lights flicker
and beeping noises fill the room. The
cradle also glows and makes weird
noises. No other character inspires
this sort of reaction from Cassandra,
so it is unclear whether or not the
flashing lights and beeping sounds
only exist in Colby’s mind.
And to be clear, the play never ex-
plains what the heck is going on when
the glowing and beeping “happens. In
fact, the play never decides what the
heck the baby is at all. So if you’re
looking for a play that has an ending
all tied up in a bow, this is not the pro-
duction for you.
As the play progresses, more and
more questions are raised—what does
it mean to “be?” Is the baby alive? Is
it even a baby? However, not a single
question is answered. The situation of
this baby is also curious because the
doctors simply let the parents take
this creature home in a carriage with
all kinds of tubes coming out of it. A
medical opinion as to what the heck is
in the crib is never offered. Through-
out the entire play, the “smudge” is
represented solelyby this unexplained
crib that is hooked up to a bunch of
feeding tubes and other unidentified
wiring. You never see what exactly this
monstrous baby looks like.
With all plot holes and questions
aside, the play is highly entertaining.
Axler’s writing is well-executed and
intentionally directed. Even though
the premise is almost distractingly
odd, Axler’s comedic style was present
throughout the play, but particularly
palpable in Nick’s brotherPete (played
by Noah Benezra) whose lines were
reminiscent of the dialogue on “Parks
and Recreation.”
Although Washington Ensemble
Theaterhas a very small space to work
with, I found the set design and tech-
nical elements to be quite genius. Al-
though long periods of darkness occur
intermittently as the stagehands set up
LARAE LOBDELL • WASHINGTON ENSEMBLE THEATER
the next scene, the stage was well used.
The characters were cleverly de-
signed to have moments of comical
hysteria that shift into periods of seri-
ousness and deep worry. It is impres-
sive that three characters are all that
are needed to tell the story of an un-
precedented situation.
If you are not interested in plays
that are off-the-wall, you should save
the money. But, if you’re looking for
some well-scriptedand hyper-original
entertainment, Washington Ensemble
Theater’s production of “Smudge” will
not disappoint.
Veronica may be reached at
vmazzolini@su-spectator.com
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CAFE BRINGS SPANISH CUISINE TO THE HILL
Caroline Ferguson
News Editor
Beloved though they may be, the
date sp
has begun to feel a little stale. Sure,
you could go to Oddfellows, grab a
drink at Caffe Vita, maybe dinner
at Presse or any of the million-and-
one kitschy conceptual pubs (and of
course cupcakes, pie or artisan ice
cream for dessert-the more faddish,
the better).
I know that 1 can’t be the only
one who’s beginning to feel a little
uninspired by the same old places
time after time.
Rejoice with me, fellow jad-
ed diners. There’s a new kid on
the block.
Chico Madrid falls into an in-
creasingly popular and hard-to-
detine category: the cafe slash res-
taurant slash bar, open from early
morning until late night and shitt-
ing to fit whatever the time of day
as
Stop by in the morning and you’ll
the day, diners can enjoy Spanish
F
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Neighborhood cafe Chico Madrid, located on 711 Bellevue Ave. East, offers simple, Spanish-inspiredfoods like this Man-
chego Bocadillo on Columbia City Bakery bread. Chico Madrid also offers pastries, sangria, various sandwiches, coffee
and wine to patrons.
sandwiches, tapas and chareuterie.
And the late-night crowd can belly
up to Chico Madrid's sleek bar and
sample Spanish wanes and sangria.
So long as they get there before it
fills up, that is—Chico Madrid fills a
stylish yet diminutive space under-
neath the Belroy apartments on Bel-
levue and Roy. Tables are small and
few, and large groups would be better
served elsewhere.
From couples and small groups,
however, the response has been over-
whelmingly positive thus far.
“1 think it’s done really well,” said
server Jamie Colina of the restau-
rant’s first few days. “It’s busy... We’ve
been pretty consistent. 'Ihe customers
seem to be happy.’’
'Hie online response has been
glowing as well; Yelp reviewers
praised the reasonable prices, ambi-
ance, and, above all. the food.
“1 love it," said a diner on Wednes-
day night. “I’ve never actually had
Spanish food before."
Upon visiting Chico Madrid, I
was first struck by the chic interior.
Though owner Franz Gilbertson told
Seattle magazine in January that Chi-
co Madrid would incorporate “some
vintage elements as well as a little
kitsch borrowed from the shops [that
co-owner Jacob Daley and I] visited
in Spain,” the end result was undeni-
ably modern—-if you’re looking for a
cozy and charming hole in the wall,
steer clear.
But if you’re looking for a deli-
cious meal and friendly service, look
it seemed essential to try one of
the bocadiilos, which were a major in-
spiration behind the restaurant. Gilb-
ertson and Daley missed the baguette
sandwiches they had enjoyed in Spain,
and wished to bring them to Seattle.
I opted for the Manchego boca-
dillo, which was topped with olive oil,
tomato pulp and sharp, nutty sheep’s
milk cheese. The sandwich, served on
a Columbia City Bakery baguette, was
the perfect size for a small meal, and
the simplicity of the toppings allowed
the flavors to shine through and com-
plement one another.
Chico Madrid also offers an as-
sortment of cold plates, as one would
find at any typical tapas bar. 'Ihe Tor-
tilla Espanola—a classic tapa simi-
lar to a potato quiche —was served
with a perfectly sharp garlic aioli
and cut into delicate pieces perfect
for sharing.
The highlight of the menu
is arguably the $12 charcute-
rie plate, which features Iberico
ham and cured chorizo alongside
pickled peppers, olives and (not
enough) crostini.
Desserts were minimal and
in-your-face sweetness or visual piz-
zazz common to Capitol Hill sweets.
The pan con chocolate was, howev-
er, delectable in its own way—toast-
ed Columbia City Campagne bread
topped with rich dark chocolate, ol-
ive oil and sea salt perfectly satisfied
my (admittedly somewhat ambiva-
lent) sweet tooth.
Despite the relatively small staff,
service was prompt, friendly and
helpful, even downright sweet. On
at least one occasion, my compan-
ion and I were referred to as “my
lovelies’’ by our impressively atten-
tive waitress.
As its situated in the northwest
corner of Capitol Hill, getting to
Chico Madrid is a bit of a journey.
It’s not the kind of place that Red-
hawks could impulsively pop over
to when hunger strikes. However,
the walk up Bellevue is refreshingly
removed from the rush of Broad-
way, and, best of all, offers picture-
perfect views of the Space Needle.
You don’t get scenery' like that on
the way to Caffe Vita.
Caroline may be reached at
cferguson@su-spectator.com
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GETTING DOWN WITH DRAG: UNDRESSING ART IN SEATTLE
Bianca Sewake
StaffWriter
Once upon a time, they might have
been called “freaks.” Because, once
upon a time, people might have been
afraid or intimidated by a male in a
glamorous dress with over-the-top
hair and dramatic make up.
These “freaks” are drag queens.
And drag queens are now celebrated
artists.
As people become more and more
accepting of the gay community, the
term “freak” is finally fading into the
past, and drag has become a recog-
nized and respected artform.
People are coming to see drag
queens as performers, entertainers
and artists who just happen to express
themselves with more glitter and sass
than anyone else, all while rocking im-
pressive seven inch heels.
Drag is now finding a place
amongst the younger generations,
including the Seatde University
community.
Seattle U’s Triangle Club, a com-
munity for the queer and their allies,
is once again hosting the university’s
annual Drag Show, which will be held
on Friday, April 19 in Campion Ball-
room with performances byboth pro-
fessional drag queens and students.
“This is just a night where you come
and you’re just entertained,” said Tri-
angle Club Events Coordinator Akaila
Ballard. “You have a good time and
it’s just something that doesn’t nor-
mally entertain you. It’s not a televi-
sion screen, it’s not a website, it’s these
people just being themselves in such a
way that just captivates you and makes
you feel so happy and so entertained.”
Included in the line up is sopho-
more Michael Notestine, who made
his drag debut earlier this year at the
quarterly student showcase Scratch.
Ever since he was little, Notestine
loved putting on heels and remembers
loving one pair his aunt’s exchange
studenthad in particular. It wasn’t un-
til coming to Seattle U and being in-
volved in the community that he real-
ized he wanted to pursue drag.
“Drag, to me, is an opportunity to
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perform in a way that makes me hap-
py,” Notestine said.
Notestine started as an actor in
theatre and although he has moved
away from that in a formal setting, he
still verymuch loves to perform.
“I’m always making some kind of
cracked-out joke about something
that usually nobody finds funny, but
when I have a face people think it’s
hilarious. So it’s an opportunity to
perform, but I think drag is also an
opportunity to say things that your
everyday person really isn’t allowed to
say in some ways,” Notestine said.
Notestine comments on gender,
something he has been fascinated
with for a long time.
“In our culture, in the Western cul-
ture, there’s a huge gender binary that
we feel so attached to...issues of mas-
culinity and femininity...and drag is
an opportunity for me to express that
and comment on it in a way that’s co-
medic so people can laugh at it, but
also perhaps see their own prejudice
and understand that,” Notestine said.
For this year’s drag show, many
students have shown interest in per-
forming and those organizing the
drag show are working hard to cre-
ate a space for the queens to perform
their art.
{Drag,
to me, is an
opportunity to




“We really just want to give the
queens this year a space to really artis-
tically express themselves and so we’re
focusing a lot less on butcher paper
for decorations. We’re focusing more
on fabric and things like that that are
going to make more of a conducive
space for artistic expression on stage,”
Ballard said.
This isn’t just an event for queers
and their allies, but for anyone who
wants good and fun entertainment or
KATERI TOWN • THE SPECTATOR
Michael Notestine transforms into his alter ego Greta Gargles inside the Lee Cen-
ter on Friday, April 5, 2013. Notestine has performed as Greta for Scratch and is
going to performfor the Triangle Club Drag Show on April 19.
anyone interested in getting a taste of
drag culture.
Drag Queen Mama Tits thinks
that having younger people perform
drag within their school community
is fabulous.
“Growing up, we didn’t have people
actually accepting drag queens. The
idea ofa drag queen coming to a uni-
versity. ..When I was growing up that
was unheard ofT Mama Tits said.
Mama Tits continued saying, “It’s
just a wonderful thing because...drag
isn’t specifically a gay thing, it’s for ev-
erybody. It’s fun for everyone. It’s great
entertainment and it’s a great way to
just let loose and have a good time.”
These drag shows are a space for
everyone to be accepted, which can
be empowering.
“It’s awesome because then you
don’t have a lot of students who are
maybe struggling with their sexual
identity...This can be empowering to
see the support around such an event
with the faculty, with the students and
with the community around,” Mama
Tits said.
Mama Tits startedout 17 years ago
when she first discovered what drag
was and was amazed by it. She knew
wanted to pursue it.
Drag is dated back to William
Shakespeare—it was not uncommon
for males to play femaleroles, as wom-
en were not involved in theatre at the
time. Drag became a short term for
“dressed as a girl.”
“Drag culture is just a fun, playful
world of self expression, of gender ex-
pression. It may not be how you exact-
ly sexually identify but it’s a fun way
to express apowerful, female-oriented
gender character. You can be fun, you
can do education with it. The culture
of drag is one of arts and entertain-
ment and education, fundamentally.
The drag culture is also a gesture to
the gay community. We bring the fun
and the light to everything so we re-
member to not take ourselves too seri-
ously,” Mama Tits said.
{Drag
culture is just a





During her time in the world of
drag, Mama Tits has seen how drag
has developed and evolved over time.
“The Seattle drag culture in my
time has gone from being non-exis-
tent to whispers of the past...to now
everywhere has drag queens. It’s not
uncommon to walk down Broadway
and see multiple queens wandering
around
...
There are multiple drag
events going on around the city now,”
Mama Tits said.
Mama Tits has the longest running
drag brunch in Seattle, “Mimosaswith
Mama” every Sunday at The Grill on
Broadway. There are also many other
talent shows hosted by drag queens
and celebrity impersonation shows.
Drag is popping up, not only in
Washington, but everywhere around
the country. Seattle’s own drag queen
Jinkx Monsoon is a figure in the na-
tional scene.
“It’s such a great experience to
watch it explode right now. We are in
such a great time of creativity and ar-
tistic expression and it’s wonderful to
watch,” Mama Tits said.
A lot of people, including Mama
Tits, can owe this to RuPaul Charles.
She was also the first drag queen to
make it into mainstream entertain-
ment. She was the first drag queen to
make it into television.
She is known widely for her tele-
vision show “RuPaul’s Drag Race,”
where she searches for the next
drag superstar.
“She paved the way for drag cul-
ture today.. .and is kind of like a pio-
neer in our community,” Mama Tits
said. “Personally, I adore her and am
very impressed with the work she
has done.”
Through RuPaul’s push of capital-
izing on her character and using that
and gaining mainstream success, it
has made more people accepting of
drag queens and she stands as a leader
in the community.
But the growing acceptance of drag
can mostly be attributed to the brav-
ery of the gay community and the art-
ists perseverance—they held strong
to what they believed in and made a
stand for themselves in the public eye.
“I think people are tired of hav-
ing someone’s beliefs in one way or
another shoved down their throats
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Times are changing. The masses
don’t just follow suit. People question
things more now and make their own
decisions. I’m not talking religions.
Drag is popping up,
M not only in Washing- 1
ton, but everywhere W
around the country.
I’m talking about mass mentality of
homophobia and racism. And people
are thinking the old antiquities of
‘Oh, they’re going to hurt you’ or ‘Oh,
they’re going to take yourchildren are
not true and that we’re just like every-
one else,” Mama Tits said.
Mama Tits also mentioned that
she sees more people being accepting
because more people are seeing that
hatred is not a solution. For people to
be cohesive and move on, they must
learn to accept each other.
“When we do that, we find that
there’s a lot of wonderful things to
share among different people. And
it’s great to finally not be viewed as
a freak, which I don’t mind being a
freak. I’m very proud of being a freak.
It’s quite fun. It’s kind of like an out
of body experience when people ...
call me to find out what I think about
this, and who I am, and the fact that
my opinion means something to more
than just me,” Mama Tits said.
Though drag is great for enter-
tainment, many people take the per-
formance seriously, investing many
hours and putting a lot ofthought into
preparation, much like Mama Tits
and others.
This art, which is being embraced
by a growing number of people, is ful-
filling for the queens, their fans and
the gay community.
Where drag will be in the upcom-
ing years is unclear, but people can ex-
pect the queens to continue livening
up a stage with their performances.
And their heels.





“Evil Dead” is stupid—theviolence is
absurd, the dialogue is cornyand the
storyis cliche.
But that’s exactly why it’s so great
“Evil Dead” follows drug addict Mia
(Jane Levy) who, with the help of her
friends and older brother David (Shiloh
Fernandez), decides tospend the weekend
at her family’s isolatedcabin in an attempt
to wean herselfoffofcocaine. Mia’s plans
forrecoveryare foiled, however,when one
ofher friends mistakenly unleashes the evil
spirits thatlaydormant in the woods—we
all know nothing inspires a relapse quite
like being raped by a tree. One by one,
the vacationers start to go ape sh*t and a
bloodbath ensues—one girl cuts her own
arm off with an electric carving knife.
Watching helplessly as his friends and
familydrop like rabid flies, David realizes
that he must bury his sister alive in order
to save all ofhumanity.
Worst weekendever.
CRITIC'S CORNER: ‘EVIL DEAD’ IS GORY-OUS
GoryB-movies get a lot offlak, but the
reality is that films like the 2013 reincar-
nation of“EvilDead,” as well as the entire
series that preceded it, are impressively
self-aware. Like “Scream” or last year’s
“Cabin in the Woods,” “Evil Dead” is in
part an intelligent parodyof itself—-therein
lies its beauty.
That being said, “Evil Dead” might
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come as a shock or disappointment to
manypeople unfamiliarwith Sam Raimi’s
1981 cult classic. Beingable to extract the
film’s numerous references to the original
flick—two ofwhich are a crashed Oldsmo-
bile Delta88 and a necklacemodeled after
jewelry gifted in thefirst installment—isa
big part of the fun. At the end ofthe film,
the chainsaw brandished in the first “Evil
Dead” makes a reappearance so dramatic
the audience actually clapped. Less sub-
tly, the film follows the same basic story
structure as the original, but adds a few
twists, essentially making it an ode to the
original series.
As istrue with anyrespectable B-movie,
the acting in “Evil Dead” is simply abys-
mal. Itwas areliefto knowthat flying limbs
andunbridledcarnage would soon putan
end to the awkward group dynamic that
weighed.down the serious beginning of
the film.
Although gem Jane Levy clearly excels
at thewholeLindaBlair thing—her “crazy
eyes” could inspire poetry—Levy’s ability
to portrayanormal human being is lack-
ing. When Mia wasn’t licking knives and
projectile vomiting, Levy’s performance
became empty and limited. She should
only ever play thewackjob.
And, let me just say, it felt like there
was a lot more than siblinghood stirring
between Mia and David. Thick with un-
comfortable and misleading sexual ten-
sion, their first scene together might have
been the most terrifying moment in the
entire film.
Unlike its inspiration, the 2013 “Evil
Dead” has technology on its side. The
gore in theoriginal film is laughable—the
possessed ladies spew milk out of then-
exposed sockets and the powdery make-
up renders themabout as intimidating as
Miracle Max in “ThePrincess Bride.” The
absurd carnage and special effects in the
COURTESY OF TRISTAR PICTURES
See?Jane Levy’s crazy eyes are justfantastic. Trulyfantastic.
remake are still campy, but the work is
more believable, whichmakes fora gorier
film.
Long live thebloody B-movie.
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OPapa Sundborg andthe Jumpin’ Je$uits
MONSTERS IN THE CLOSET . BY CELINE BALDEVIA
V ARIES
I 3/21-4/20
Easy on those free samples. They
come with a price.
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You brought this upon yourself.
Or? CANCER
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Don’t lookbefore you leap this week.
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You should probably tell your mom
as soon as you can.
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Memorize the three limericks—the dock
isticking and hes not a patient minotaur.
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Stock up on Chipotle—you’ll need it
in an upcoming encounter.
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UE AFTER THIS ISSUE
We are calling this particular Spectator issue a community forum, but really
everyissue of The Spectator is a community forum. Since newspapers began, their
use and purpose has fluctuated through times of war, recession and success. But
the mission of accessibility has remained constant. Newspapers are written and
read by the people. As students at Seattle Universtiy, we are all the people. The
quality of this newspaper matters to us at The Spectator because your opinions
matter to us.
We don’t want the dialogue to stop here. Rather, we hope that this newspaper,
yournewspaper, can act as a continuous opportunity for feedbackand discussion.
We are not only open to opinions, we are eager for them. As students at Seattle
U, you have a great opportunity, and even a duty perhaps, to contribute your
voice to the community when you see or experience something that feels unjust
or unfair. Often, our voices can seem lost within a large majority or population.
But we want your voice heard here and we want your voice heard in every issue
following this one.
This issue is highlighting a portion of the paper that has always, and will always
exist. Didn’t have a chance to send a letter this week? You can write one to our
opinion section for any ofthe upcoming issues. The ideaof The Spectator being
a community forum shouldn’t be a unique occurrence. Utilize this newspaper as
a place to share comments, concerns, questions—positive or critical—with your
peers, colleagues and educators.You don’t have to be spectators in this community,
continue to speak up.
The Spectator editorial boardconsists ofKelton Sears, MacKenzie Blake, Caroline Ferguson, J.Adrian Munger, Colleen Fontana, Kellie Cox, Collin Overbay, Andre Wyatt andLindsey Wasson. Signed commentariesreflect the opinions
of theauthors and not necessarily those o/The Spectator. The views expressed in these editorials are not necessarily theviews ofSeattle University.
WHAT WAS THE WORST PART OF SPRING BREAK?




“I had tohelp dismantle the coffee shop
I now formerly work for.”
Mia Tesfay, Sophomore
CHANGING NEWS CALLS
FOR CHANGE IN PRICE
From paywalls to price hikes, how long will it take for the public to realize
that news doesn’t come cheap?
The Seattle area has recently been hit bya few wake-up calls: the Seattle Times
website now requires subscriptions for full access, and the price per issue of
community newspaper Real Change has doubled.
These two changes don’t call for a change in habits, but rather a change in
perspective. The rise ofInternetnews has had a democratizingeffect on the press,
but in the midst of such universal access it’s easy to forget that there are people
behind the words-people who write, edit, print and distribute the information
that we have come to take for granted.
Real Change has never raised its prices before, but the cost of everything
around it has gone up. An increase was inevitable ifvendors could hope to make
any considerable profit from paper sales.
Many choose to buy Real Change as an act ofcharity, and don’t even read the
paper after they buy it. To these readers, who are less likely to buy the $2 paper
than its faithful fans, I present this challenge: trybuying a copy ofReal Change
not as an act ofgoodwill but rather in pursuit of quality news. Real Change has
won eight awards in the pastyear alone, and addresses topics frequently ignored
by the mainstream media such as social justice and minority issues.
Real Change is worth one’s patronage because it’s a worthy cause, sure—but
more than that, it is simply a quality publication, and that’s something we should
get used to paying for.
“1 ate two boxes of cookies and gave










Sam is not a licensed counselor. He’s a
junior with lots ofgood advice in his head,
which is conveniently located right here.
There’s a guy who I used to kick it with, but now he turns his head
away in passing and doesn’t follow through with plans. We used to
be such good friends. But now that we both live in separate abodes
and we never see one another anymore. Should I attempt to reconnect? Andhow?
A0 The inevitable truth you will learn over the course of your college
career will be that friendships come and go, and people change. Now,
I am not saying that your friendship necessarily is over, but it has
changed and that is not really your fault. It is easy to maintain friendship when
you live in the building, and friendships tend to be easier in the beginning. The
reality of the situation is that the circumstances ofyour friendship have changed.
People grow apart, it’s not fun, it’s not uplifting, but it is the truth. Ifyou do in
by Sam James Moreno
fact want to continue this friendship, which it seems you do, you just have to
leave the door open. You can’t force someone to be back in your life, all you can
do is make sure they know they are always welcome to come back, provided you
still maintain and friendly rapport with one another. If he doesn’t reciprocate,
maybe for a valid reason, maybe not, that’s his issue. Again you can control only
one side of the situation. Micromanaging a relationship, that doesn’t seem to be
very strong as it is, is a sure fire way to alienate him and make him far less likely
to open back up to you. It is going to be a bit of awaiting game,but ifyou see no
signs of him coming around, then that is it. Keep an open mind, but don’t put
too much energy into it. Focus on the relationships you have now that are strong
and I bet you will feel a whole lot betterabout the whole thing.
Q0 I work and live offcampus and I’mfinding• itharderand harder tofocus on my school
work when my life is happening. What
would you suggest to get back on the horse?
A9 I think priorities are a big piece of this.
9 While it is easy to neglect assignments
when you don’t live a stones throw away
from the library, you have to make sure that it gets
done. I am not going to sit here and tell you that
“school should be your only concern” because frankly,
that is BS. Life happens, and now that you’re doing your first test run atbeing an
“adult” you are going to have to sort through all the crap in order for you stay
on track, get good grades and graduate. Don’t loose sight of why you came to
school in the first place, recognize that there are 24 hours in a day and you can
make it work ifyou put in a little effort.
Q9 I’ve been at Seattle Ufor two years now and I still don’t know what I• want to do with my life. Any tipsfor figuring it out?
A Stop spending so much time focusing on trying to figure out the* future; nothing ever really turns out exactly as we expected. Yeah,
*
maybe you will end up majoring in something youliever thought
you would or find that you are halfway through your nursing degree and you
can’t stand it. Either way, it is important to
take some time and think about what you
would liketo do with your lifebut don’t let it
eat you ifyou don’t know what you want or
where you’re going. I am going to let you in
on a little secret: none of us do, I mean not
really. But you roll with punches, keep your
eyes open for new things that couldbecome
a passion, and revisit thingsyou use to love.
This school has so many opportunities, use








Engage global issues & explore the values of justice,
solidarity, simplicity, community, hospitality & spirituality.
3s
4
Applications available in Campus Ministry (STCN120)
or on our website www.seattleu.edu/camousministrv
Questions: contact Sean Bray tbravs@seattleu.edu) 296-6079
Applications Due April 29th
Appalachia - March 22nd -28th , 2014







Would you like access to positions
with some of the world’s leading
employers, such as Microsoft,











ABOUT NORTHEASTERN Northeastern University is a top-tier, non-profit research university with a proud history as a national leader in
Computer Science education and research innovation.
THE COMPUTER SCIENCE ALIGN PROGRAM:
An Accelerated Link to Industry through Graduate Education
& the Northeastern Network
Designed for students from a broad range of undergraduate programs, ALIGN will
leverage your existing quantitative aptitude to help you transition into a successful
career as a Computer Science professional.
• Embark on a life-changing journey to earn your MS in Computer
Science while gaining relevant work experience
• Build analytical and problem-solving skills through a custom
curriculum created to link your undergraduate foundation to
your graduate studies
• Leverage the Northeastern Network to access co-op and
employment opportunities at some of the most recognizable
names in software and technology





401 Terry Ave. North
(on the corner of TerryAve. N & Republican St.)
Seattle, WA 98109
Dinner will be provided
To register or request additional
information, visit:
www.northeastern.edu/seattle/csalign
